Immunization Administration CPT Code 90460 Claims that Denied or Were Cut Back

Immunization Administration (CPT code 90460) claims submitted January 1, 2011, through February 9, 2012, may have been cut back incorrectly for edit code 0691 (cutback) or denied incorrectly for edit code 0301 (duplicate claim).

**Edit code 0691:** Claims that were cut back to pay one unit when multiple units were billed on one claim line during the above time period have been reprocessed automatically. The adjudication of any affected claims is reported on the remittance advice dated April 6, 2012.

**Edit code 0301:** Claims that denied for edit code 0301 during the above time period must be resubmitted by providers. Please resubmit claims for CPT code 90460 on a paper claim form with a cover letter stating “Please reprocess these claims per Web Announcement 467 regarding CPT code 90460.” On the paper claims that you resubmit, be sure to bill all units for 90460 on one line per claim.